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Abstract — The establishment of human diploid chromosome number (Tjio and Levan, 
1956),   have led to the foundations of human cytogenetics. Since then, due to the rapid devel-
opments of new techniques for chromosome analysis, many other chromosome disorders 
were recognized. The introduction of banding techniques, yielding a highly reproducible 
banding pattern, allowed the reliable identification of every single chromosome and the pre-
cise diagnosis of structural and numerical chromosome aberrations. For more then 20 years, 
chromosome banding analysis has been the laboratory standard to identify structural and 
numerical chromosome abnormalities in pre- and postnatal cytogenetics as well as in cancer 
diagnosis. The resolution of  classical cytogenetic techniques is limited to at best  4-5Mb and 
smaller chromosomal aberrations like small marker chromosomes, subtle translocations 
or complex chromosomal rearrangements often remain hidden. These diagnostic problems 
has been overcame to some degree, by the introduction of modern molecular cytogenetic 
techniques, like fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). The application of Comparative 
genomic hybridization (CGH) and microarray CGH has extended from screening for sub-
microscopic chromosomal imbalance in cancer cytogenetics to the detection of any type 
of gain or loss (resolution of 10-100 kb) of genetic material in dysmorphic and mentally 
retarded individuals with a normal conventional karyotype. To date around 20 000 chro-
mosomal aberrations have been registered, and thay account for a large proportion of early 
spontaneous abortions, childhood disability and malignancy, as a consequence of somatic 
chromosome abnormalities. Current estimates show that 0.5-1.0% newborn infants will 
have a chromosome rearrangements recognizable either by conventional cytogenetics or 
by molecular cytogenetic method
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INTRODUCTION

The establishment of the human diploid chromosome number (Tjio and Levan, 1956) 
and definition of the chromosomal basis of Down syndrome (Lejeune, 1959) and 
other classical syndromes (DeGrouchy and Turleau, 1984) led to the foundation of 
human cytogenetics. Since then, due to the rapid development of new techniques for 
chromosome analysis, many other chromosome disorders have been recognized.
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To date around 20,000 chromosomal aberrations have been registered, and they 
account for a large proportion of early spontaneous abortions, childhood disability, 
and malignancy resulting from somatic chromosome abnormalities (Mitelman, 
1991; Jacobs et al., 1992; Schinzel, 1994).

Current estimates show that 0.5-1.0% of newborn infants will have a chromo-
some rearrangement recognizable either by conventional cytogenetics or by the 
molecular cytogenetic method (Turnpenny and Ellard, 2005).

CLASSICAL CYTOGENETICS IN DIAGNOSIS OF CHROMOSOME DISORDERS

In the past, progress in human cytogenetics depended largely on technological 
improvements that permitted a large number of good-quality metaphases to be 
obtained from cells cultured from different tissues. By 1959, several laboratories were 
engaged in the study of human chromosomes, and a common system of nomencla-
ture was needed in order to improve communication between workers in the field 
of human cytogenetics. The first standard system of nomenclature of human mitotic 
chromosomes was proposed at the Denver Conference in 1960 (Denver Conference, 
1960), and an improved standard system of nomenclature for description of the 
human chromosome complement and its abnormalities was adopted in Chicago at 
the Third International Congress on Human Genetics in 1966 (Chicago Conference, 
1966). This system is now used throughout the world for description of non-banded 
human chromosomes. 

Although identification of chromosomes by group was a significant achievement, 
most of extra structurally abnormal chromosomes could not be identified because 
chromosomes within a group resemble one another and only conventional methods 
of staining were available. The first advances in human chromosome identification 
came with THE introduction of banding techniques in chromosome analysis.

Banding techniques

The introduction of banding techniques, yielding a highly reproducible banding 
pattern, allowed the reliable identification of every single chromosome and precise 
diagnosis of structural and numerical chromosome aberrations.

In 1972, Caspersson and colleagues obtained the first banding picture of 
human chromosomes by staining with quinacrine mustard, which revealed Q-
bands (Caspersson et al., 1972). Soon, several other techniques were developed 
that also showed chromosome bands: G-bands (Seabright, 1971; Drets and Shaw 
1971) (Fig. 1), R-bands (Dutrilleaux and Lejeune, 1971; Bobrow and Madan, 1973) 
and C-bands (Arringhi and Hsu, 1971). Other new methods included nor-staining 
(Goodpasture and Bloom, 1975; Matsui and Sasaki, 1973) and sister chromatid dif-
ferentiation (SCD) by 5-bromodeoxyuridin (BrDU) (Latt, 1975). Unequivocal iden-
tification of individual chromosomes and regions using various banding methods 
led to the realization that the existing system of nomenclature would no longer be 
adequate. The 1971 meeting in Paris resulted in the report of the Paris Conference 
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(Paris Conference, 1971), which proposed an ideogram to depict the normal band 
morphology of each chromosome, as well as a unique numbering system to help 
describe different structural rearangements. A further change came about at the 
Fifth International Human Genetics Conference in Mexico City in 1976, when the 
International Standing Committee on Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature was elect-
ed. The Committee’s work resulted in a document entitled: „An International System 
for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature“ (1978) or ISCN (1978), which included all 
decisions of the Denver, London, Chicago, and Paris Conferences, as well as a com-
plete system of human cytogenetic nomenclature. 

High-resolution banding techniques

The precision of chromosome banding analysis depends on the number of chromo-
some bands that can be distinguished (banding resolution).The chromosome band-
ing resolution level, on the other hand, depends on the level of chromosome conden-
sation: less condensed chromosomes contain a larger number of chromosome bands 
than more condensed chromosomes. The standard Paris ideogram contains about 
315 bands in the haploid set of  chromosomes. The very condensed chromosomes 
from bone marrow contain about 150-200 bands, and at this, or even lower, level of 
resolution the identification of chromosome aberrations may be uncertain. Thus, 
the analysis of less condensed chromosomes can increase the power of resolution 
(high-resolution banding). High-resolution chromosome banding can be obtained 

Fig. 1. G – banded karyotype of a male (Paris Conference, 1971).
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by blocking cells in the S-phase, releasing the block, and then timing the subsequent 
harvest to obtain the maximum number of cells in prometaphase, when about 850 
or more bands can be distinguished (Yunis, 1976; Pai and Thomas, 1980). Several 
studies showed that techniques of this kind require a new nomenclature. The 1981 
meeting in Paris resulted in publication of a document entitled „An International 
System for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature: High-Resolution Banding“ (1981) 
or ISCN (1981). 

Applications of chromosome banding in clinical cytogenetics

For more than 20 years, chromosome banding analysis has been the laboratory 
standard to identify structural and numerical chromosome abnormalities in pre- 
and post-natal cytogenetics, as well as in cancer diagnosis.

With the application of various staining techniques in individuals with dysmor-
phic features, several dozen new syndromes have emerged.

Since the late 1960’s, the introduction of a broad spectrum of pre-natal tests such 
as amniocentesis (Steele and Breg, 1966; Valenti et al., 1968), chorionic villi sampling 
(Simoni, 1983; Kalousek, 1983), and cordocentesis (Daffos, 1992) allowed pre-natal 
genetic analyses. The rapid proliferation of new techniques in pre-natal diagnosis 
and the improved resolution of techniques for banding on fetal chromosomes have 
led to a significant increase in the rate of detection of pre-natally diagnosed chromo-
some  disorders (Milunsky, 1988).

The reliability of a normal pre-natal diagnosis is sometimes restricted by unde-
tected chromosomal mosaicism and maternal contamination. The flask method of 
amniotic cell culturing (Hoehn et al., 1974; Johnston et al., 1996), based on cytogenetic 
analysis of at least 20 mitoses, allowed exclusion of 41% of chromosome mosaicism at a 
95% confidence level (Hook, 1977; Claussen et al., 1984). The introduction of in situ cul-
turing of amniotic fluid (Philip et al., 1974; Tabor et al., 1984) made it possible to verify 
chromosomal mosaicism detected in chorionic villus sampling (Cheung et al., 1990). 
By January 2004, clonal chromosomal aberrations identified by various banding 
techniques had been reported in more than 45,000 human neoplasms (Mitelman et 
al., 2004 a). At present, almost 500 recurrent balanced neoplasm-associated aberra-
tions have been identified (Mitelman, 2004).

The detection and precise identification of chromosomal aberrations related to 
genetic diseases and involved in the malignant transformation of tumor cells clearly 
improves diagnosis and contributes to therapy decisions. 

MOLECULAR CYTOGENETICS IN DIAGNOSIS OF CHROMOSOME DISORDERS

Conventional chromosome banding techniques are not sufficient to detect and iden-
tify all chromosomal aberrations present in a metaphase. The resolution of classical 
cytogenetic techniques is limited at best to 4-5 MB, and smaller chromosomal aber-
rations like ones on small marker chromosomes, subtle translocations, or complex 
chromosomal rearrangements often remain hidden. These diagnostic problems have 
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been overcome in some degree by the introduction of modern molecular cytogenetic 
techniques such as fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). Increased application of 
different FISH techniques resulted in ISCN (1995), which deals with nomenclature 
for various in situ hybridization (ish) applications.

FISH

In this technique, DNA probes are labeled with a fluorescent dye, denatured, and 
applied to metaphase spreads or interphase nuclei of the patients (Bauman et al., 
1980; Langer et al., 1981; Cremer et al., 1988; Pinkel et al., 1988; Jauch et al., 1990; 
Lichter et al., 1992). The region where hybridization has occurred can be visualized 
using a fluorescent microscope. In general, FISH has several advantages: firstly, for 
a number of small and subtle structural rearrangements (routinely in the range of 
5-5000 kb), the resolution of FISH is superior to that of classical banding (Riegel et 
al., 2005). Secondly, FISH can be done independently of the cell cycle as signals can 
be visualized to intact interphase nuclei.

Using FISH, only a fraction of the genome can be analyzed by region-specific 
probes (whole chromosome painting probes, probes for sub-chromosomal regions, 
or gene-specific probes). This means that the FISH technique is mainly used to 
confirm the presence of already suspected chromosomal aberrations and does not 
make possible complete karyotype screening or genome wide screening (Fig. 2) 

Fig. 2. Metaphase chromosomes of patient with tetraploidy (92, XXXX) after FISH with centro-
meric probe for chromosome 1 (note 4 signals) (Guc-Scekic et al., 2002).
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(Guc-Scekic et al., 2002). These limitations have been overcome to some extent by 
introducing multi-color FISH technologies in diagnosis of chromosomal aberra-
tions.

Multicolor-FISH (M-FISH) and multicolor spectral karyotyping (SKY)

M-FISH technology is based on the simultaneous hybridization of  24 or even 
more chromosome-specific painting  probes labeled with different fluorochromes 
(Speicher et al., 1996 ). It provides a multi-color human karyotype in which each pair 
of chromosomes can be identified on the basis of a unique color and thereby highly 
characteristic emission spectrum when studied using computer-based image analy-
sis (SKY) (Schrock et al., 1996). This method is useful for detecting subtle deletions, 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the CGH method.
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translocations, and supernumerary markers and ring chromosomes. However, the 
M-FISH method reaches its limits when exact breakpoint localizations of transloca-
tions are required, or in the case of very subtle intrachromosomal rearrangements 
such as interstitial deletions and inversion.

Comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) and microarray CGH

CGH is a new technique by which the entire genome is screened for small chro-
mosomal imbalances. In this technique, the patient’s or „test“ DNA is labeled with 
green paint and control (normal) DNA is labeled with a red paint. The two samples 
are mixed and hybridized to normal methaphase chromosomes and analyzed using 
a fluorescent microscope. If the test sample contains more DNA from a specific 
chromosome segment  than the control sample, then that region is identified by 
an increase in the green to red fluorescence ratio. On the other hand, deletion in 
the test sample is identified by a reduction in the green to to red fluorescent ratio 
(Kallioniemi et al., 1992; Du Manior et al., 1995; Levy et al., 1998; Turleau et al., 
2000) (Fig. 3).

CGH has mostly been used for cancer research, but lately it has also been used in 
clinical cytogenetics for clarification of complicated rearrangements. However, the 
use of CGH has so far been restricted by its relatively low sensitivity. Current limits 
of CGH resolutions are 10 MB for losses and 2 MB for gains. In order to overcome 
these drawbacks, the microarray CGH method was developed.

In this technique, genomic DNA from the patients is labeled with one fluorescent 
dye, while a control sample is labeled with a different dye, and these samples are 
then co-hybridized to an array containing genomic DNA targets. Chromosomal 
imbalance across the genome can be quantified and positionally defined by ana-
lyzing the ratio of fluorescence of the two dyes with the aid of computer software 
(Solinas-Toldop et al., 1997; Pinkel et al., 1998).

The first-generation array had a coverage of about 1 MB. This resolution has 
been recently increased to cover the genome at a density of 10-100 kb (Lucito et al., 
2003; Ishkanian, 2004), which means that not only single copy changes, but even 
single copy changes present in mosaics can be accurately detected by this technol-
ogy (Pollack et al., 1999; Snijders et al., 2001; Fiegler et al., 2003;, Vissers et al., 2003; 
Schaeffer et al., 2004). Since both genome array CGH and conventional karyotyp-
ing based on staining chromosomes aim to identify chromosomal aberrations by 
positional screening of the genome, it has been proposed that this new technology 
be called „molecular karyotyping“ (Vermeesch et al., 2005).

Implementation of molecular technology in clinical cytogenetics

Nowadays, molecular cytogenetics on human chromosomes is widely used for clini-
cal diagnosis, and it seems likely that molecular karyotyping will rapidly be intro-
duced in cytogenetic laboratories.

FISH technology has proved to be an enormously helpful tool in the precise 
definition of complex chromosomal aberrations in constitutional cytogenetics and 
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in the identification of additional materials, where classical banding analysis is often 
not informative.

FISH with centromeric probes is suitable for making a rapid dignosis of one of 
the common aneuploidy syndromes (trisomy 13, 18, 21). A set of centromere-specific 
probes for chromosomes 13, 18, 21, X, and Y can be used for rapid pre-natal diagnosis 
of the more common numerical chromosomal aberrations. Chromosome-specific 
single locus probes are particularly useful for identification of tiny sub-microscopic 
deletions (microdeletion syndromes) and duplications. A complete set of telomeric 
probes for the 22 autosomes and X and Y chromosomes is used for diagnosis of subtle 
„cryptic“ sub-telomeric translocations and deletions in a significant proportion of 
children with unexplained mental retardation, but normal G-banded karyotype. 
FISH with whole chromosome paint probes, M-FISH, and SKY are extremely useful 
for diagnosis of complex but tiny chromosomal rearrangements; identification of the 
origin of additional chromosome material such as rings and small supernumerary 
marker chromosomes (sSMC); and detection of sub-telomeric mutations and tumor 
karyotype alterations.

The application of CGH and microarray CGH has extended from screening for 
sub-microscopic chromosomal imbalance in cancer cytogenetics to the detection of 
any type of gain or loss (resolution of 10-100 kb) of genetic material in dysmorphic 
and mentally retarded individuals with a normal conventional karyotype (Shaw-
Smith et al., 2004; Tyson et al., 2004; Vermeesch et al., 2005).

Molecular cytogenetics on human chromosomes will continue to be influenced 
by technological improvements. Because of the many advantages of molecular cyto-
genetics, some voices raise the possibility that molecular cytogenetic analysis will 
replace classical banding procedures. This will certainly not happen, since none of 
the newly available approaches can be fully informative on their own. The FISH 
method reaches its limit when exact breakpoint localizations are required, or in 
the case of tiny intersticial deletion and inversions. Molecular karyotyping fails to 
identify balanced translocations and ploidy variations. For these reasons, the cyto-
geneticist always has to combine the available methods depending on the problem 
to be solved and use them very carefully for highly specialized goals. 

Because of all these limitations,  it seems likely that in the foreseeable future, 
G-banding will remain the gold standard in the genetic diagnostic laboratory, and 
the starting point for any molecular cytogenetic analysis.
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